In this paper, we propose an enhanced vehicular crowdsourcing localisation and tracking (EVCLT) scheme for mounting a trajectory tracking attack in vehicular cloud computing environment. In our scheme, crowdsourcing technique is applied to sample the location information of certain users. Then matrix completion technique is used to generate our predictions of the users' trajectories. To alleviate the error disturbance of the recovered location data, Kalman filter technique is implemented and the trajectories of certain users are recovered with accuracy. At last, extensive simulations are conducted to show the performance of our scheme. Simulation results reveal that the proposed approach is able to accurately track the trajectories of certain users.
Introduction
The development of wireless communication and cloud computing technique provides a promising way for realising communication between vehicles. Nowadays, the internet of vehicles (IOVs) is an inevitable convergence of the mobile internet and the vehicular cloud computing. In IOVs, an infrastructure is constructed so that intercommunication can be realised between vehicles-to-vehicles, vehicles-to-infrastructure and infrastructureto-infrastructure (Yao et al., 2012a (Yao et al., , 2016 . Moreover, users can make full use of the location-based service for making their lives easier. For example, they can sending out location-based service requests and then use the navigation system to reach the destination, such as finding for the nearest restaurant .
In recent years, there have been growing interests and research efforts in the area of vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) (Zeadally et al., 2012; Samara et al., 2010) . VANETs can provide users with various kinds of services, such as entertainment, commercial recommendation, location-based services (LBS) and so on. Location and trajectory, the sorted list of locations through which a user travels, are fundamental to most of these services. Therefore, it is critical to provide efficient trajectory tracking. Most of prior arts used the methods of variable-order Markov model (Reza et al., 2013) , probabilistic model (Hao et al., 2014; Mehran et al., 2012) and Dirichlet multinomial model (Xue et al., 2012) . These techniques suffer from the following drawbacks:
1. Expensive and complicated architecture. Many tracking methods require complex system architecture to track user's trajectory. For example, an on-board tracking device would require speed/GPS sensors and information from road side units (RSUs) to collect surrounding geospatial information, e.g. location and speed, and then transmit these data to location server for computation (Sampigethaya et al., 2005; Shafiee and Leung, 2011; Yao et al., 2010a) .
2. Low accuracy & big error. In general, GPS can only provide an accuracy within 5∼30 m in a dense urban city environment. And target to be recovered is usually represented by a matrix. However, it often has the problem of missing data or the noise pollution (Tsai et al., 2014) .
Motivated by the aforementioned drawbacks and to enhance the accuracy of attacking, we propose an enhanced vehicular crowdsourcing localisation and tracking (EVCLT) scheme that uses a unique matrix completion technique in trajectory tracking or recovering area. Our scheme utilises the concept of crowdsourcing to sample the location information of a target user. Then matrix completion technique is used to recover the location information matrix, which accurately describes the timely location information of a target user. In addition, we employ Kalman filter to further improve accuracy. In general, the contributions of this paper can be summarised as follows.
1. We propose a trajectory tracking scheme called EVCLT that takes advantages of crowdsourcing in sampling vehicles' location information.
2. To recover the trajectory of mobile users, matrix completion technique is used. In the matrix completion calculation process, a target's location history is sampled by crowdsourcing, then a complete trajectory will be restored.
3. To enhance the accuracy of the recovered trajectory data, we use Kalman filter to reduce the errors generated in matrix completion stage.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. We reviewed related literatures in Section 2 and present the preliminary techniques in Section 3. The crowdsourcing-based localisation and tracking scheme is introduced in Section 4. We report our extensive simulation results in Section 5 and discuss and conclude the paper in Section 6.
Literature review
Vehicle tracking systems (Thangavelul et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2009 ) can be used in theft prevention, retrieval of lost vehicles or providing traffic-oriented services on lanes. However, the analysis of the historical location information of a vehicle can also implicate the personal behaviours and habits of the user (Yao et al., 2010b) . For vehicular ad hoc networks, privacy has been identified to be profoundly important . There are two main categories for trajectory tracking attack in VANETs: Dynamic position-aware method and static position-aware method. They are just corresponding to two different ways of dedicated short-range communication (DSRC) (Cheng et al., 2007; Jiang and Delgrossi, 2008) that is exchanging information either vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) or vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I).
In the static position-aware aspect, it relies on the fixed-location road side units (RSU) and cellular base stations. Hidden Markov model is proposed in Vasquez et al. (2009) to recover trajectory sequence by analysing trace histories of mobile nodes and the spatial correlation between the base station and the mobile station. It has a stable trajectory recovering ability under the assumption that there is a high state transmission chance between the nodes. While V2I communication requires huge infrastructure investment, V2V communication is a more viable solution for the near future (Huang et al., 2010) and dynamic position-aware method is well adapted to the ever-changing traffic flows.
In the dynamic position-aware aspect, for the tracking purpose, each vehicle is assumed to be equipped with a DSRC radio and a GPS receiver and is designed to continuously report its own status (e.g. ID, position, speed, and other attributes) by broadcasting safety messages. At the same time, each vehicle also tracks movements of neighbouring vehicles on the basis of information received from them over the shared channel (Rezaei et al., 2010) . Probabilistic model (Hao et al., 2014; Mehran et al., 2012) shows its great application value in solving long-term trajectory tracking using a small amount of mobile observation data, but the exact success probability is difficult to be measured.
Besides trajectory tracking, crowdsourcing can also play an important assistant role in the position-aware process. In general, crowdsourcing is the approach of obtaining needed content by soliciting contributions from a large group of users. On the basis of crowdgenerated data, we can extract the information to optimise localisation and tracking. In the field of indoor location (Jiang et al., 2014) , a hot research trend is to incorporate crowdsourcing model and built-in sensors in today's smartphone. The users not only act as a data supplier but also act as maintainer who can evaluate and calibrate the location result. In parallel, we are being witness of fast-growing needs for improving driving experiences based on crowdsourcing like road traffic-aware trip planning (Artikis et al., 2014) , alert broadcasting (Suriyapaibonwattana and Pomavalai, 2008) or car-pooling services (Liu et al., 2013) .
Preliminary
We present preliminary on crowdsourcing, matrix completion and Kalman filter in this section.
Crowdsourcing computation model
The crowdsourcing computation model is proposed to complete the task to get the target vehicle's information by gathering the results of the detector vehicles during specific period of time. Our model is divided into three submodules: position-aware module, online localisation module and self-learning module, as shown in Figure 1 . In the position-aware module, we randomly select some nodes as the detectors. The detectors' responsibility is to collect IDs from the surrounding nodes. The ID is mapped to the media access control address of the vehicle, which is unique. We neglect the weak signal connection, which ensure the accuracy of the location. The detectors will pack the reference point coordinate and the ID set and upload them to the server with the current time stamp. All these information is stored in dynamic location database on the server.
In the online localisation module, the server analyses the location data and extract the information matching the IDs of the target vehicles. We create a map to save the individual vehicle's location history using ID as the key. Each entry combines the source position and the sampling time like (x, y, t), as shown in the Table 1. The map is left to generate sparse matrix for further trajectory recovery.
In the self-learning module, we accept the feedback from the comparison between the output and the actual observation and handle the subtle deviation. Based on the large amount of history location data, we can figure out habitual traveling route of the targeted vehicle. In addition, the model will periodically delete outdated location information in accordance with the acquisition time. We set the preservation time of the location information according to the daily repetition frequency of the route. Dynamic location database will be continuously updated during operation, so that it can adapt to the dynamic VANET environment.
Matrix completion method
The matrix completion method is proposed to recover the undetected location information to retain the continuous trajectory of target vehicle.
Method overview
Matrix completion (MC) (Candès and Recht, 2009; Du et al., 2013 ) is an extension of compressive sensing (Wang et al., 2012 , which has become a popular research direction in the fields of signal processing, machine learning, artificial intelligence and so on in recent years. MC enables us to obtain the predicted travelling route and we compare it to the real trajectory. MC is the process of recovering a sparse matrix M ∈ R m×t with rank r, with some unknown or missing values. It is mainly under the assumptions that the matrix is low-rank, i.e. r ≪ m or t.
We design vehicle trajectory recovery based on matrix completion (VTRMC) to take advantage of space and time correlation between each source node and to reduce the sampling frequency. The method acquires the resulting map from the online localisation module of the crowdsourcing computation model and recovers the locations of target users with tolerable deviation on the basis of low-rank matrix completion. We recover the information contained in the matrix with the purpose of improving the accuracy of localisation and tracking.
In the online localisation module, we have selected detector vehicle randomly and denote their reference point as P i (x i , y i ) and the time as t. And we can collect the data packets uploaded by the detectors and divide them into several groups according to source vehicle ID denoted by G t (ID) = {P 0 , P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P t−1 }. We generate an original map constructed by these source vehicle ID, location vectors and the sampling time.
Based on these information, we supplement the missing location vector according to timetable, that is to say the size of the original map is expanded to N (N > max(n i )). Using the map, we construct the sparse matrix including the original and missing location vectors.
In this paper, we mainly use matrix completion to solve the problem of missing information recovery. Because we have got a complete location list at every determinate time, it can help us recover the trajectory more efficiently. We adopt a high-performance linear operation to get the result and the reconstruction will be addressed by solving the following optimisation problem (Shen et al., 2014) :
Here, X presents an observation matrix containing complete information, and it is also m × n order low-rank matrix. A is a linear map from X to B and B is a sparse matrix. However, the reconstruction problem in (1) is NP-hard. The time required to solve the problem increases exponentially with the growth of the matrix size. So for the mass matrix, rank minimisation method is almost unsolvable.
But for the reason that the rank r of a matrix is as same as the number of nonzero singular values of it, we use the sum of the singular values, which is nuclear norm, approximating for rank of the matrix.
Thus, problem in (1) can be converted into the problem as follows:
Here, we define X * as a nuclear norm of the matrix X meeting the following condition:
Nuclear norm corresponds to l 1 norm of the vector based on the matrix singular value, and the rank corresponds to l 0 norm of the vector.
Sparse matrix completion
We try to recover the one-dimensional location information once. In the session, we build an observation matrix. The rows of the matrix represent the x(y) coordinate of single source vehicle at every determinate time, while the columns represent the time. The time interval between each columns is even. With more vehicles involved in sampling, we have a greater opportunity of capturing the source information from the target vehicle. As a result, the accuracy of the positioning result will be higher. In our scheme, for vehicles' movement is a continuous process, our observation matrix X can be considered to have a low-rank characteristic. Based on the actual situation, a vehicle's location information usually has strong association with the continuity of the route.
We donate A N ×T (X) = B indicate the sampling process. X is an observation matrix, and each element in the matrix represents the sampling x(y) position of vehicle i at time j. For a better expression, A(X) can be defined as a matrix Q N ×T (t) as below:
We can compute by this formula
where · represents a dot product of two matrixes.
As illustrated before, we can solve the following optimisation problem to reconstruct the observation matrix:
Kalman filtering
We find that there are some errors in the restored matrix after VTRMC. We need efficient ways to filter noise out of original data. So, we choose to suppress the sampling data noise by Kalman filtering. Kalman filter Haykin (2004) is the optimal filter with a minimum mean square error. It was first used to estimate the parameters of stochastic processes and soon gained wide application in the problems of the filtering and optimal control.
The starting point of the Kalman filter is based on the dynamic model of the system:
Here, we donate x(n) as M-dimensional state vector of the system. The purpose of the Kalman filtering is in accordance with the best estimation of the state vector. The other symbols are defined in Table 2 below: Table 2 Variable definition of Kalman filter
Additionally, noise vectors ω(n) and v(n) are white noise vectors with the following properties:
Suppose the estimate of the location vector at time n isx(n). Thus, we define error estimation vector as
Estimation error covariance matrix is
We can get the estimation error variance:
or
Kalman filter is the system described by the above formulas (Φ, ∆, H, R, S are known). According to the input vector u(n) and measurement vector z(n), we can find out the best estimatex(n) of the state vector making the estimation error variance ξ(n) minimum. We assume that it is known the best estimate at the time (n − 1) and the corresponding covariance matrix
Kalman filtering algorithm gets the best estimatex(n) at time n in two steps:
Step 1: Prediction. Based onx(n − 1) at time (n-1), we can get the best estimatê x(n, n − 1) at time n according to formula (7):
The corresponding prediction variance matrix is
On the basis ofx(n, n − 1) and the regulation of the vehicle movement, we can get the predicted value:
Step 2: Filtering. According to the actual measured value, we can get the predicted value:x
Here, K represents the gain matrix. It can be proved that the best treatment is showed as follows:
Generally speaking, the dynamic system represented by the formula (7) and its Kalman filter equations include formula (16-21).
According to the initial value of the state vectorx(0) and error variance P (0), we can receive the best estimate of the locations of target vehicles at each time with these equations.
Crowdsourcing localisation and tracking

Problem statement
Crowdsourcing-based localisation and tracking scheme encourages the vehicle users to participate to improve the accuracy of the estimated position of the targeted vehicle. Figure 2 shows our thoughts in designing the scheme. Here we start introducing the problem. As illustrated before, we consider a vehicle network composed of a set of N vehicles including detector and target vehicles. A detector is capable of tracking the neighbouring vehicles on the basis of information (e.g. ID, position, time) received from them, recorded as (id, x, y, t). The duty of the detectors is they should track and report to the control center over a period of time the location information of any vehicle including the target one in VANETs. After the original information is processed with matrix completion and Kalman filtering, we extract the information of the target vehicles like G t (ID) = {P 0 , P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P t−1 }, which can generate the estimated trajectory.
Crowdsourcing modeling
In obedience to the wishes of the users, the vehicles participating are treated as nodes uploading the identification key of the nearby nodes in the range of communication at every determinate time. They act as detectors in the VANET. These information also include the current position of source node and the uploaded time like (x, y, t). All the data will be examined seriously. When it comes to repetition, we calculate the closest value on the basis of the position estimation algorithm. Figure 3 shows the situation of vehicle communication at a given time in which the circles represent the communication distance.
From the data transmitted from the nodes, we can fetch the information belonging to the target attacked vehicles. 
Trajectory recovering
The original data are shown in the map as discrete points. We use VTRMC method to recover the undetected location information. Since the restored matrix contains different errors, we use Kalman filtering to eliminate these errors.
Algorithm 1 shows the operational details of the crowdsourcing tracking and recovery algorithm. Algorithm above proceeds as follows: First, we import the VANET map along with scenarios in which we set the initial state of the vehicles and the street. We also input some attacking parameters, such as vehicle communication interval, the amount of vehicles and sampling frequency. After the initialisation of VANETs, the vehicles are driven towards the destination. Meanwhile, the tracking attack process begins. The detectors report the received information to the control centre. The crowdsourcing computation model will first record the location list over time for each vehicles in a map and then generate the observation matrix X N ×T according to the map. Matrix completion method will be performed to generate B N ×T recovery matrix of original matrix. At last, it handles noise out on the basis of Kalman filter and work out the reconstruction matrix B N ×T . The algorithm will finally returnB N ×T as the output, which can be treated as the recovered coordination matrix of all the vehicles running in the sampling region.
Simulations
We conduct the simulations to evaluate the performance of EVCLT in realistic settings. Our data are generated from VANETsim http://svs.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/vanet/ (n.d.), a simulator for security and privacy concepts in VANETs.
Simulation setup
For vehicles' movement in simulation, we use trajectories produced by VANETsim. This scenario corresponds to a medium speed of 30km/h. Upon receiving information from other cars, each vehicle uploads its communication records with neighbouring vehicles. We choose crowdsourcing-based localisation and tracking scheme for tracking-attacked vehicles. The street maps of three different cities in China, Dalian, Changsha and Wuhan, have been chosen from the OpenStreetMap (OSM) project http://www.openstreetmap.org (n.d.). We use only a small region in each city to simulate our scheme. Related simulation parameters are listed in Table 3 . 
Vehicle network establishment
The construction of road network data for vehicle network is based on OSM. OSM provides us with original geographic data which improve our attack mechanism's credibility. We reconstruct the road network data by removing unnecessary geographic elements, as shown in Figure 4 . We create the scenarios by randomly sampling locations and destination of the vehicles. In order to simulate the real situation of the vehicle, we set the speed, communication distance, braking rate and acceleration rate and so on according to the realistic statistic data.
The tracked vehicle is selected randomly during simulation, and its real trajectory will be recorded. 
Matrix completion and filtering
To illustrate the accuracy and energy-saving features of our scheme, we extract 125 vehicle experiment data to construct the original sampling matrix. Matrix Completion makes trajectory tracking more efficient in energy by abandoning extra communication cost in VANETs.
We capture the location information of the target vehicle from the restored matrix. The following diagrams show the performance of EVCLT test. The top Figure 5 shows the curve of the position of vehicle on the x-axis coordinates over time. After removing the noise included in the restored information, we get an ideal curve in Figure 6 that displays the position change process of the vehicle. From Figure 7 , the effect of trajectory recovery is in the continuing optimisation, as the recovery route (green) and the filtered route (blue) show. Figure 8 shows the real trajectory of a vehicle user in a period of time, as the blue line shows. The circle marks its starting point and the cross represents the ending point. The bottom Figure 9 reflects the recovered trajectory and the red points stand for the sampling points during the crowdsourcing period. 
Recovered trajectory
To illustrate that EVCLT is capable of multi-vehicle tracking, we randomly select 3 vehicles in tracking region and recover their locations and trajectory. Based on the restored information without noise, we can determine a rough trajectory of the target vehicle. Comparing with the road network map, we use the estimated position to restore a credible travelling route. The Figure 10 shows the intermediate achievement of three target-attacked vehicle after the trajectory recovering. 
Influence of crowdsourcing vehicle amount
The amount of vehicles participating in crowdsourcing has a lot to do with positioning accuracy. With the increase in vehicles, accuracy is improved. We conduct the simulation for verification. As is shown below in Figure 11 , we can see that with the rise in vehicle number, errors decrease. When the amount of detector vehicles running is 50 in the determined region, the chance to meet and communicate with the target vehicles is greatly reduced. From Figure 11 , we notice that the relative error of Wuhan is the highest. The reason is that the complex intersected road network decreases the chance of meeting and communication between detectors and targets. So the number of intersections and street density of road network can also influence the accuracy in city like Wuhan.
Vehicle amount needs to match the sampling area and adapt to road network capacity in the reality. According to our road network in simulation, we set the number of vehicle is 200. The result also shows the practical value of EVCLT. 
Influence of vehicle communication interval
In this session, we mainly discuss the influence of the vehicle communication interval which is related to the sampling frequency. As is shown in Figure 12 , the longer time interval will lead to the lower average tracking accuracy based on EVCLT. It means our crowdsourcing computation model needs appropriate sampling frequency to reduce the error and improve the tracking success rate. From Figure 12 , we find that the denser the distribution of streets is, it is of the greater chance to communicate with neighbouring vehicles, that is why the accuracy of Wuhan is comparatively higher than others. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an enhanced VANET localisation and tracking crowdsourcing model EVCLT. Our model does not require using the additional sensors, except the availability of Wi-Fi wireless connection. We believe that crowdsourcing is an ideal way for tracking that benefits from the mass participation and effective network connection. An innovative and practical method VTRMC was proposed to accurately estimate the position and restore missing information based on the continuity of the trajectory. We filter noise out of restored data and use unsupervised learning for the accuracy improvement. We built the vehicle network and simulate the process. Our extensive evaluation results indicate that our crowdsourcing model successfully handles complex city traffic network structure and simultaneously provides good performance in localisation cost and trajectory recovering. Our scheme provides an effective way of tracking and localising, which is quite useful in theft prevention, retrieval of lost vehicles and providing traffic-oriented services on lanes. But it is a compromise of location privacies for users who are not willing to share their location information.
As part of our future work, we will mainly study how to avoid colluding attacks based on EVCLT.
